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**Title word cross-reference**

(m) [KNN05]. 2 [MBGO11]. 2 × 2
[HVRA96]. 3 [Dri08, LTW+10]. [0, 1]d
[WC94]. 1 [NST12]. R [JKD92]. δ[P 18]
[RL14]. t1 [Kat10, Yua08]. F [Mul98]. G
[LD11, FN16]. H [HPOL14]. H0 [Mul98]. K
[MSS08, Gho07, MR10, YK09]. L0
[Joh13, LW07]. t1 [SMB14, LZ08, LW07]. n
[HY17, OR99, Paa99]. P
[BCH05, HY17, HB98, NP01]. ψ [LSD05].
Q − Q [LFZ97]. R2 [GSP+06]. ρ [VT94].
R × C [Fri00, LPM98, VT94]. S
[CCS03, SBY06, VT94]. σ [FW13, LFT17]. t
[GB02, PLW01, Som98, Tsi02]. T3 [GB00]. τ
[SBWZ08]. U [WDB96]. X [XMY13]. Y
[XMY13].

Fold [YK09]. Learning [LSD05].
Likelihood [HPOL14]. mean-directions
[MR10]. -Means [MSS08]. -Net [CCS03].
-Norm [LZ08]. -Penalization [SMB14].
-Penalized [NST12]. -Priors [FN16].
-Regression [SBY06]. -Segmentation
[Joh13]. -Stable [FW13, LFT17].
-statistics [WDB96]. -value [HB98]. -Way

1 [Bak92a]. 15 [Ano12b].
20 [Goo11].
50 [HJ17]. 523 [Ano12b]. 526 [OLN11a].
ABC [NFMS14]. Aberrant [MM09].
Abrupt [NST12]. Accelerated
[KLH05, ZL16]. Accelerating [HHC03].
acceleration [GS94]. Accept [CR98].
Accept-Reject [CR98]. Acceptance
[Sgh17, Tan06]. Acceptance-Rejection
[Tan06]. Access [SH03]. Accompaniment
[Rap01]. Accounting [HDM02, ZHJ16].
Accurate [CJ02, HAC +12, WK17].
Acoustic [BMO01]. Activity
[FCL10]. Activity-Event [FCL10]. Acyclic
[KB08]. Adaptation [BCD11, GmtK13].
Adaptive [Ano08a, BMc05, Bjmd13, BK05, Cknk06, CgJL11, CRC +07, CMJ11, Dz99, Ef05, Ehw03, Eh09, FT16, Gk97, Gho07, Gk10, Gt11, Gou98, Gri99, HT17, JIS13, Ksm14, Kck08, LGs13, LAJ13, Lsv09, Lw09, Lo16, MvM13, MvS03, NW10, Oeh98, PTP03, PC06, Pit02, RR09, SGH17, Sbr10, Wc06, WkC +08, Wcr13, Zha97, Zja16].
Adaptively [WL13a]. Addendum
[Ano12b]. Additional [SBE17]. Additive
Adjusted [Cva08, Dg14, DiR02, Tan17].
Adjustment [RF17a, Sha14].
Adjustments [SS11]. Admm
[RT16, Zha17]. Advanced [Lyg +10].
Advances [eh15]. Affine [Ko05]. Aft
[Hj04]. After [Hub99]. Again [Hv17].
Against [PR511, SsS07]. Age
[Sh17]. Age-Specific [Sh17]. Agglomerative
[Hea11]. Aggregate [Par11]. Aggregated
[gy07, Pro06]. Ahead [Htc17]. Aided
[Htt99]. Aids [Tn14b]. Airline
[Wic11c]. Airports [Wic11a]. Akaike
[St99]. Algorithm [Ab17, ACG14, At16, Bch09, Bl04, Bjmd13, Cb01, Cap11, Ccfm01, Che07a, Cm08, Dasr08, Dh10, Dmp14, Er04, Fsb11, Fca04, Fm10, Fh15, Fn04, Gj97, Ghu00, Hbo88, Hoe10, Hgk10, Hrv12, Hl00, Hb16, Jk00, Jan06, Jl13, Joh13, Jon98, Kbo8, Kpc02, Kkk08, Lw08, Lc01, Lf16, LD06, LZ09, Maao5, Mr10, MM09, Mey03, Mmv13, Mr01, Miü99, Ng04, Ot11, Phk15, Pan99b, PW15, Pie04, Rl14, SBv06, Sz08, Smb14, Sny02, Vm04, Vgo1, Wh08, Yz13, Yh17, Ysd13, Yzo6, Ylw17, ZnyYj14, Zl16, Zho05, Zl13, Zhu17, Bak92a, Bak92b, Qe96]. Algorithms
[Be08, Bfo2, Bdr97, Cai99, Cz16, Gk06, Gv01, Gjr05, Hmp96, Lh06, HhH12, Jo02, Ka13, Lgs09, Lb15, Mm10, Plw01, Pco6, Pit02, Rt16, Tan15, Tar99, Van00, Xbw15, Xcsp16, YU12, Zj04, Zc15, ZL10, vtlM97, Ae92, BqS94, KmS09, Sbe94]. Alignment [RG09].
All-Pairwise [Pie04]. Allocation
[Bp98, Lf16]. Allocation-Based [Lf16].
Allocations [Pi10]. Allowing [NST12].
Alternating [Chw08, Zyz10].
Alternative [Fos01, JU00]. Alternatives
[SS07, Tuk93b, Tuk93a]. Always
[PLI02]. Amlet [ST04]. Among
[Hm11, Hob01b]. Analyses
[Gl07, Mbo04, Pcp11].
Analysis
[ACg14, Bz07, Brs +08, Bk03a, Bz97, Buj04, Crs17, Chs08, CszL10, Ch99, Dh03b, Eh17, FaL99, Fg05, Far99, Far12, Fs99, Fie12, GvBm04, GEGm03, Gel04a, Gel04b, Gd09, Ghu00, Gr12b, Gm99, GlJ +10, GAZ15, HLH15, HT17, HM15, Hv05, Hbo88, HM16, HLZ05, Hub00, IkL08, JöR09, Koo98, Lw08, LRb12, LW09, Lps09, Lsh16, Lo16, Lp14, Lh00, MHH15, MAJ +98, MM09, Mrv02, Mdd +12, NP01, NYc15, NW10, Nab16, NFMS14, NBH +15, Oc01, Paa99, P10, Plh10, Par11, Pl12, PTP03, QLCZ15, Qn00, Rn10, Rdl07, Rt98, Stm15, Sjh +15, Sco99, Ss01, Sbb +14, Sm101, Sc98, Tan15, Tan17, Treh0, Tu11, Tn14b, Wh17, Wcds03, Ybds02, YLM17, Zha97, ZYKc08, ZP14, ZHo3, Zcy +11, Zht06, dlM04, Mw96]. Analytic
[Ano06a, KGMT06]. Analytical
[YT99].
Analyzing
[Hmp96, Mci99, Vg01].
Ancillarity [HR11, YM11b]. Angle [Gra13, HK10, XWZ15, ZLWZ16].
Angle-Based [ZLWZ16]. Angular [RIC+16]. Animation [Far04]. Animations [LTW+10]. Anisotropic [BM15].
Annealed [KA13]. Annealing [CW00, Glu04, IP04]. Annotation [MI00]. Anomalous [LCSL14, SMN15]. ANOVA [GW93, Hoo07, QG06]. Anthrax [LBM+14].
Antithetic [HJ09]. Application [Ano07a, BK05, DASR08, DXL12, EH15, Fca04, Fca05, FHVW03, GVBM04, GM15, GJ09, Glu04, Gol09, GRM09, HMW06, Koo98, LYHM15, LBM+14, Lia07, MC05, RHC+14, RL14, Rya03, SH17, SM13, TNKK16, XP07, YL99, ZRL14, ZL16, Zhu17, WDB96].
Applying [LL15]. Approach [ACS17, ABvS09, BCD11, BEGS17, BDR97, BR02, CS98, CAR+10, CH16, CH99, GD16, Gk02, GY07, Gkz10, GB12, HYL+17, Kk09, LSV+09, LGL16, MVR02, Ml00, NM98, Par01, Par05, PP09, PRHP14, RA01, SL09, SSBW17, TZ12, Tre06, WW12, ZHZ12, ZJA16]. Approaches [KS04, ZC015]. Appropriateness [Zha03].
Approximate [Ano06a, Bra99, Gx01, GF17, HM16, IJ02, KGMT06, NFMS14, OW12, Pic14, RNHY12, Rs01, SG17, TA12]. Approximating [Bor11, CB01].
Approximation [BRS+08, BRS12, BBvdW16, CKHG15, Cj02, CHW08, CF05, Fca04, Gj09, GA15, HB16, Jn06, JL13, Mpr+12, Mu19, NVTK12, Ryy00, RF17b, Sy07, TN14a, ZBY09]. Approximations [Bor11, Hll07, HWO+17, HK98, Ksm14, NFm16, Hes95, RO94]. Approximator [Hoe10]. Arbitrarily [KLH05, Zho05].
Arbitrary [EM07, OLN11a, OLN11b]. Architecture [YVMFB03]. ArcView [SCLK+00]. Area [GGvdV10]. Areal [Hug15, VF09]. Areas [JWH16]. Argumentation [Hig01, Hob01a, HJT01, Lev01, Liu01, MG01, VM01, WZ01]. ARMA [dLG01]. Arms [PRS11].
Arranging [Mur99]. Array [LVH17]. Arrays [MM14]. Arrows [PRS11]. Art [Hig01, Hob01a, HJT01, Lev01, Liu01, MG01, VM01, WZ01]. Artificial [Pi10]. ASA [Wic11b]. ASIS [HR11, YM11b].
Aspects [CRL13, JMY+16, LD11, LPS99, QN00, EGO92, Tuk93a, Tuk93b]. Assessing [Laz05, Pmb12, TSH16]. Assessment [BGP03, Fbg06, KM03, Qm04, Sk10, SG17, Zjr10, ZCI+17]. Assignment [MR01]. Assimilation [LPS99]. Assisted [Gdtv96]. Association [Knn05, Mp07].
Autoregressive [Dzz16, Mt03, Mc05, Vm04, Wrk11]. Auxiliary [Fdfs10, Pl12, Tuc08, Tw96]. Averages [Hcb04, Moc98]. Averaging [Cgl11, Ykw03, Ysk+10].
Backward [Prhp14, Wc06]. Baddeley [Fr97]. Bagplots [Hs10]. Band [Bmr15]. Bands [Dj04, Hut02, Ljzd05, Ls97, Rw99, Ho93].
Bandwidth [Gg17, Her97, Mmrmgmgc08, Ops04].
Bartlett [Mul98]. Based [ACG14, BCD11, Big06, BH02, CHW08, Chr04, De 05, DVC10, ERPG11, EH09, FRW05, GR12b, GG17, HSM09, HK10, HHK08, HHH12, HB16, IW10, JTS11, JU03, JO02, KK09, KKK08, LG07, LL12, Li05, LF16, LJD05, LD06, LGH17, OR07, PH10, PH05, Pos01, SH03, SHI12, TG13, VEO09, XBW15, YK09, ZMH07, ZHH08, ZRL14, ZCO15, ZW10, dLG01, CBC93].

Bases [Dob12, Fos01]. Basic [Tan15]. Basis [BRS108, HLL07]. Bayes [DH10, Fri13a, Ho06, KDM16, MP12, NFMS14, SL09, SS05, TNKK16, TNK17, WR05]. Bayesian [Ano08a, AVW13, BM05, BC16, BRB17, B000, BR808, BHK15, BFL14, BK03b, CD12, CS99, CCY16, CRL13, CG11, GCR06, CY09, CRC12, CM13, DV04, De 05, DGM17, DH03b, DMP14, DCS16, EH05, Eve12, EB02, FDBS10, FK16, FPRW09, FR97, GD16, GKO2, GD09, GHC14, Go09, GW93, HAC12, HJ04, Hll11, HNM06, HMR02, HDF10, Ish99, JS13, JD92, KFS17, KNN05, KO05, KMN14, KNQ05, LG09, LGS13, LB04, LG07, Len03, LF16, LS05, LH17, MP16, MWS17, MV14, MN13, MW15, MV08, MQ17, NW10, NG04, NL14, NFMS14, PI10, Par01, PVH05, Par11, PL12, Pic14, PC14, QN00, QM04, RF17a, RW14, RL14, RT98, SMS14, SG03, Sco99, SR00, SR12, SG17, SBJ17, SM13, SL10, SSL17, TDM12, TH09, TW16]. Bayesian [Ts02, Tsc08, WW12, Wan08, WD11, WRK11, WTV07, XCSP16, YK01, YKW03, ZBB06, ZCI17, ZICT12]. Be [YM11a]. Beat [VH17]. Becker [Tuk93a]. Before [HV17], Behavior [Dia99, Par11], Behind [SCLK10], Belief [MMA97]. Benchmark [GMP04, HLZH05]. Best [GK06, KPC02, Mul99]. Best-Subset [GK06]. BET [DCS16]. Beta [DW01, EB02]. Beta-Binomial [EB02].

Better [Bri11, FK11, Gel11a, Gel11b, Wai11, Wil11]. Between [BM99, God01]. Biadditive [dr07]. Bias [Fri13b, Len09, S08]. Biclustering [MM14, TW14]. Big [BW17, SSBW17]. Binary [ADY10, BRB17, FPRW09, MN97, MM09, Q00, QM04, SS06, TA12, TG13, WKC10, YK01].

Bingham [Ho09]. Binomial [BHF02, EB02, AC95]. Biological [FCL10, Mic12]. Biplots [CGL13]. Bilinear [Ano08a, AVW13, BMC16, BRB17, B000, BR808, BHK15, BFL14, BK03b, CD12, CS99, CCY16, CRL13, CG11, GCR06, CY09, CRC12, CM13, DV04, De 05, DGM17, DH03b, DMP14, DCS16, EH05, Eve12, EB02, FDBS10, FK16, FPRW09, FR97, GD16, GKO2, GD09, GHC14, Go09, GW93, HAC12, HJ04, Hll11, HNM06, HMR02, HDF10, Ish99, JS13, JD92, KFS17, KNN05, KO05, KMN14, KNQ05, LG09, LGS13, LB04, LG07, Len03, LF16, LS05, LH17, MP16, MWS17, MV14, MN13, MW15, MV08, MQ17, NW10, NG04, NL14, NFMS14, PI10, Par01, PVH05, Par11, PL12, Pic14, PC14, QN00, QM04, RF17a, RW14, RL14, RT98, SMS14, SG03, Sco99, SR00, SR12, SG17, SBJ17, SM13, SL10, SSL17, TDM12, TH09, TW16].
Comparisons [HN98, Pie04, Tan15, Tuk93a, Tuk93b].
Compatibility [IKL08]. Communities [SYF17].
Comparative [PCP11]. Comparing [TZ12].
Comparison [GB02, GB00, GB04, HH06a, KS04, PHK14, SS05, SY07, YBDS02, ZJA16].
Compatibility [HC98]. Competing [KK09]. Complexity [ES02, FKLW08].
Component [CRGS17, CCFM01, Fal99, GJL+10, GAZ15, HLH15, JU00, JTU03, LRB12, LW09, LSH16, LO16, WH17, ZP14, ZCY+11, ZHT06, GW93]. Component-Wise [CCFM01, GW93]. Components [BRC+10, Dan97, GCKP08, HM11, HM16, JU00, MHH15, Mel16, Par05, PP09].
Composite [BCDL17, CHG16, ESR+14, LO16].
Composition [FQH16]. Compound-Wise [CRGS17, CCFM01, Fal99, GJL+10, GAZ15, HLH15, JU00, JTU03, LRB12, LW09, LSH16, LO16, WH17, ZP14, ZCY+11, ZHT06, GW93]. Component-Wise [CCFM01, GW93]. Components [BRC+10, Dan97, GCKP08, HM11, HM16, JU00, MHH15, Mel16, Par05, PP09].
Composite [BCDL17, CHG16, ESR+14, LO16].
Composition [FQH16]. Compound-Wise [CRGS17, CCFM01, Fal99, GJL+10, GAZ15, HLH15, JU00, JTU03, LRB12, LW09, LSH16, LO16, WH17, ZP14, ZCY+11, ZHT06, GW93]. Component-Wise [CCFM01, GW93]. Components [BRC+10, Dan97, GCKP08, HM11, HM16, JU00, MHH15, Mel16, Par05, PP09].
Day [YL99]. Dealing [GKZ10]. Decision [BK03b]. Decomposable [TG09].

Decomposition
[MPSP17, Smi01, YBM14, ZMSS07].
Decompositions [GB04, HAC12, HO10].
Decomposition [MPS17, Smi01, YMB14, ZMSZ07].
Decompositions [GB04, HAC12, HO10].
Deconvolution [LS04, OCM14, SMS14].
Default [GD09]. Defined [FPRW99, TA12].
Definition [BF02].
Definite [AHNC13].
Deformations [SJH15].
Delay [DPS11].
Delayed [HCK11, SGH17].
Delayed-Acceptance [SGH17].
Delays [Winc11c].
Delft [GdTv96].
Delineation [DCT08].
Delta [FR97].
Demand [WH14].
Dendograms [MN97].
Dendrogram [EH15].
Denoising [yG98, MQ15].
Dense [GM15].
Densely [ZC15].
Densities [BMO1, BRS11, BRS12, Bor11, DW01, ES98, HBG96, LS05, WL02, SPW95].
Density [ACG14, BJMD13, CGH99, CRL13, GMTK13, GCM02, GG17, Gu15, HR99, HMW06, Ho06, HB16, IL16, Kle04, Kle06, KS08, Koo98, KS04, Len03, Lia07, LLZ09, MV98, MSS08, NTVK12, Ooi02, RW10, SMS+14, SN10, Tok07, TGM+14, HO93].
Density-Based [ACG14, HB16].
Dependence [CM13, HM14, MPR+12, QM04, ZH17, MS93].
Dependencies [Moc98].
Dependent [GR10, Hob08, Hoo07, LG03, WLZ07].
Depicting [HM11].
Depth [NGH17].
Depth-Based [NGH17].
Derivative [BRS12, Ste12].
Derivative-Free [BRS12].
Derivatives [CR08, SQ07].
Descent [PW15, YH17, Zha07].
Describing [DG14].
Design [BCS06, BB03, DMP14, GP11, Gra07, HZ05, HS08, SLH12].
Designing [HK17].
Designs [DGM17, HK06, LACRM06, Rya03, TN14b].
Destination [LA12].
Detect [CAR+10, LN09, Qiu02].
Detected [WJZ09].
Detecting [FSMV02, MLP07, MM09].
Detection [BH02, CR99, HL06, HEF17, JV01, LCL14, PP07, QY97, SSL+16, SMN15, SQ07, WWG+97, ZB10].
Detections [MT03].
Detectors [QS09].
Determinant [Hus02].
Determination [HS08].
Determining [HM11].
Deterministic [GR99, HRV12, PW14, PWPS97, RW14, Rho08, WJG11].
Developing [MC17, MDD14].
Development [IKL08, ZJRI10].
Developmental [RHC14].
Deviance [BY04].
Diagnosing [BDR97, Jan06, WW12, WJZ09].
Diagnosis [HIT99, LL11].
Diagnostic [GVD099, PV04, SS11, dSM04].
Diagnostics [BCST13, CK08, FB11, Hoo07, LHC17, NY14].
Different [GU13a, GY07].
Differential [CHW12, CGH17, SIn02].
Differentiation [Ska02].
Difficulties [Lee02].
Diffuse [NM98].
Diffusion [RIC+16, SY07].
Diffusions [Go09, PRS13].
Dimension [CL09, Hen04, HV05, HY17, SY16, Vel08, WY15, XY14, YC04, ZYK08, ZY10].
Dimensional [BB06, CLLZ17, CB97, FM12, FSMV02, GF16, HLP07, HM09, HM11, Hoo07, HO01, IIL16, KDM16, Kus06, LB15, LACRM06, LP14, MM14, MBS04, NY14, NYC15, NFMS14, PP07, PW15, SMB14, SBE17, SWZ14, SRL+00, TSH16, WLWM16, XL17, YMB14, YKW03, YF14, YWL+15, ZP14, ZCY+11, FB94].
Dimensionality [SBJ17].
Directions [HMu4, Oeh98, SLR16].
Diracs [CKPT04].
Direct [WLZD11, XMY13].
Directed [KB08].
Direction [CS09, LB06, WLWM16].
Direction-Projection-Permutation [WLWM16].
Directional [SJH15].
Directions [PP07, YZ07, MR10].
Dirichlet [DH03b, GK02, GHW02, IJ02, JN04, MM98, MR16, WD11, ZJRI14].
Discontinuous [Koo97].
Discovering [WL09].
Discrete [BCD17, Gu03, MVR14, RF17b, ZJRI10].
ZL10, RO94]. Discretely [SY07].

Discriminant [Fos01, HV05, KL03, LW08, QLCZ15, RA01, ZH03]. Discriminating [DGM17]. Discrimination [HLD+13, LAJ13, WZ16]. Discussion [Buj04, DM00, GH00, Hig01, Hob01a, HJ17, HJT01, Kic00, Lev01, Liu01, Men00, MG01, Wu00, WZ01, FB94]. Disease [DCT08, GRM09]. Disparities [DASR08]. dispersed [AC95]. Dispersion [LACRM06]. Display [BC00, BCS96, Fri02, HO10]. Displaying [GMF16]. Displays [CCH16, Fri99, HH06a]. Dissecting [FCL10]. Dissimilarities [OR07]. Dissimilarity [HH11]. Distance [CS14, FHTG05, HLD+13, SY16, WZ16, dR07]. Distance-Weighted [HLD+13]. Distances [HR05]. Distinct [BR02]. Distortion [Jör09]. Distributed [AM07, KLSR05].

Distribution [AR06, BHF02, Br04, EB02, GW01, HR05, Hof09, KLH05, Maa05, M010, PP05, PLW01, RF17b, WWG+97, dS04, AE92]. Distributions [CHG16, GDM14, GB00, GD09, GR08, Gou98, HC11, Hes98, KR17, KW10, MT00, P10, SAT04, WW08, WIR01, ZL10, EGO92, LS93, MS93]. Divergence [RF17b]. Diverse [WCD03]. Divide [BCD11, LJN+17]. Divide-and-Conquer [LJN+17]. DNA [Hob08]. Do [KB99].


Editorial [Ano96a, Ano97a, Ano98a, Ano00, Ano03a, Ano06b, Ano07b, Ano08b, Ano09a, Ano10a, Ano11a, Ano12a, Ano13a, Ano13b, Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano16c, Ano17b, Lee14, LTW+10, Lev11, Lev12, Lev13a, Lev13b, Sco03, vD08, Ano16b, Ano17a].

Education [GdTv96]. Effect [CC13, GMF16, GM05, HM09, LaZ05]. Effective [Glu00, HABV06, ZYK08]. Effects [BCST13, C02, DH10, ERPG11, EC14, Ga08, HC11, HYL+17, JWH16, KW01, KK09, LPJ13, LHC17, LHL03, NL+06, PLW01, RYY00, SY02, Sk02, TH09, TG13, VL09, Van00]. Efficiency [HR11, JB03, YM11b]. Efficient [AB17, AT16, BG92, Bed08, BRS11, CD12, CDFB11, DGM17, DBS06, FQH16, FCWM17, FWR12, GD09, HMJ11, HEF17, HYL+17, HS08, KTS17, KFSL17, KLH99, LB15, LGL16, Owe17, PLW01, PC06, Rou08, SNR17, Smy02, SS16, TDM12, Van00, YZ13, YZ06, Yua08, Hes95].


Envelope [CZ16, KN97]. Environment [Lan00]. EOV [Ano12a, Ano13b, Ano14b, Ano15a, Ano16b, Ano17a]. Epidemic [FCWM17]. Equation [LG03]. Equations [ACS17, BMW17, CHW12, CGH17, CL12, ER04, LFS±17, Sin02, SS16]. ERGMs [HHH12]. Ergodic [DH10]. Erratum [Ano12b]. Error [HS08, JH98, KLH05, LR05, SM13]. Errorfully [PSTV15]. Errors [BBvdW16, CRC07, SMS14, ZHJ16]. ESCV [LY16]. Estimate [PLIK02, Ram17]. Estimated [RW99]. Estimates [Fri00, Kle04, Kle06, LPM08, Mar10, Ops04, SBY06, YZ06, Yua08]. Estimating [ACS17, BMW17, CL12, ER04, Gué03, HL03, HWQ15, HJR03, HBG96, IP04, Koun14, Lee02, LKV09, LFS±17, MM98, Mai97, Moc98, Rya03, Sha14, SN10, SS16, YZ07, dSM04, EG092]. Estimation [AG05, AAN17, BEGS17, BCGH99, CG07, CGJ09, CRL13, CZ16, CDFB11, DY09, DT13, DZ99, DH10, DGW09, DIR02, Ehr05, ESR14, Eve12, Fos01, FKLW08, FP04, Fri13a, FN04, GM15, GD16, GN17, GKI20, GKI21, GMC02, Got98, GPR99, Gu15, GMP04, GRM09, HP99, HHGG01, HMW06, HSM09, HC11, Hre97, Hso06, Hsl09, HLL07, IL16, JRS11, JW08, Jon98, KS08, Koo97, Koo98, KS04, KKS17, KW10, Len03, Lia07, LPHK16, LY16, Lin99, LTV07, LZ09, LWZ14, LP07, LVH17, MP00, MWFS17, MVR14, MBGO11, MV98, MSS08, NT17, NF16, NTVK12, PA14, PP07, PP09, PLW01, PWPS97, Pr006, RLZ10, SR12, SL99, SN17, Sin02, Sko02, SS06, SH00]. Estimation [SBR10, SSL17, TCCSB10, Tok07, VM04, WLZB07, WP13, WH98, WYL14, WY15, XB15, YSDJ15, ZHZ12, ZRL14, ZL16, ZL13, ZW07, ZW10, dLG01, dV08, AE92, H093, SBE94, SPW95]. Estimations [Kwo98]. Estimator [DXL12, KKL99, Len09, LCWW17, OR99, SBWZ08, Tad17, ZJ04]. Estimators [GG17, H099, RDZ10, TGM14, WJZ09, YT99, Wam94]. Eulerian [HO10]. Evaluating [CH12]. Evaluation [DKH06]. Event [FCL10]. Evidence [Fri13a]. Evolution [H008]. Evolutionary [Ghu04, GLW07, Mey03]. Exact [BB05, CB01, GSP14, HVRA96, HGK10, Hut02, KN06, LH02, MAJ98, P14, SM16, Ste02, TA12, VTN4]. Examples [RR09]. Exciting [CH16]. Exhaustive [YK09]. Exists [PLIK02]. Expanded [XCS16]. Expansion [LD06, Sin02]. Expansions [BHF02, EB02, GJR05, CBC93]. Expectation [Fos01, GKB15, H008, YSD13]. Expectation-Maximization [YSD13]. Expectations [J002]. Expected [FN16, Rya03]. Expectile [MP16]. Expecting [KB99]. Expensive [BRS08, BRS11, BRS12, SGH17]. Experiences [MC17]. Experimental [Rya03]. Experiments [GA15, HZL05, PW14]. Expert [Rap01]. Explanation [MAA97]. Exploration [BJMD13, HH11, HL06, MHS11]. Exploratory [BK03a, BU04, CRGS17, GEGM03, Gel04, Gel04b, LCLK05, LH00, NAB16, PLH10, SMK15, SC98, Tu11]. Exploring [BB06, Far99, LX16, MMGG16, Wic11a]. Expo [Wic11b]. Exponential [BMO01, CL09, Got98, GPR99, H006b, ST15, Sue12]. Expression [CAR10, J009, XP07]. Extended [Sin02]. Extending [CM08, Fri09, Pan99b, YZ07]. Extension [HK10, SS12, XWZ15, VT04]. Extensions [ZYC08]. Extracting [FW11, Rho03]. Extraction [TG10, ZH03]. Extremal [HSM09]. Extremes [HM02, Mah17].
Fused [BRB17, GN17, GJL+10, Hoe10, Joh13, LWLY17, PWS16, YWL+15].
Fusion [CGR17, PGR15].

Gains [Rya03]. GAMlet [ST04]. Gamma [DW01, DV04, WIR01]. Garrote [yG98].

Gauss [GRM09, Ste95]. Gaussian [Rya03]. GAMlet [ST04]. Gamma [DW01, DV04, WIR01].
Garrote [yG98].

Gaussian [PP14]. Gelman [Gel17, Kos13]. Gene [CAR+10, CZZ15, J¨or09, XP07].

General [BG98, DH03a, HPOL14, Hes98, HN98, HK98, LW09, dVTP+17].
Generalization [Eld03]. Generalizations [YZ13]. Generalized [AT16, BEGS17, BY04, Bil00, BHK15, CGH17, CD12, CZSL10, CL12, CRS06, CZ02, CD14, DG05, EM02, EGS+13, Fri00, Fri13b, Fri14, GBW17, Gv97, GX01, GM05, GKZ10, Gh98, GRM09, HL03, HM09, Ho01, Hoo07, HW0+17, Ish99, JHL99, KW01, KM15, LR05, LPM98, LFS+17, LP07, LH03, LVH17, LR14, MPS17, MHS+14, Mou09, NL04, Ops04, OW12, PC06, RYY00, SD03, SMT14, SK10, SS05, SN10, TNKK16, TL07, VG01, Wan13, WYL14, YZ07, YMLY11, Zha03, Zha07, Zhu17, dR07].

Generalizing [BZ07]. generating [DES93, MS93]. Generation [AC95, ES98].

Genetic [HLH06, Pit02, XCP06]. Genetically [LYHM15]. Genetics [NP01].


Geophysical [Bra02]. Geostatistical [CYS09, GY07, PL12]. Geostatistics [Chr04, GW04]. Gibbs [CS93, FQH16, Fri13a, HC98, Hob01b, HJ09, JP96, Lia98, NM98, PvD09, RS01, TH09, VJ15]. Gini [SZ08]. GIS [HHTB10]. Given [Coz99, Fal99, HM02, WW12].


Graph-Based [YK09]. Graphic [Tuk93a, Tuk93b].

Graphical [An06a, An07a, An08a, An12b, AAN17, CLLZ17, CZZ15, DPS11, FK16, Far99, FB11, GM15, GB00, GN17, GLMZ15, HM14, Hru00, LH15a, LD11, LH00, MMA97, MD13, MR16, OLN11a, SC08, TN14b, WW12, Wic13, WFS11, XGH11, XGT15, Yua08].

Graphs [GU13a, GU13b, LYG+10, Mur13, VH17, WL02, Wic10, WRCR00].

Greater [Hic17, MHB17]. Grid [MPR+12].

Gridding [BK03b]. grids [QE96]. Group [CRGS17, CCYW16, GN17, LH15b, SBZ13, SHFT13]. Group-Fused [GN17].


Growth [LYHM15, SG03]. GUD [Kou14].

Guided [HLH15, KN97].


Harmonic [Len09]. Hastings

1 [NST12]. Label [LF16, Pi010, RW14]. Label-Switching [LF16]. Lagrangian [LSSG15]. Landau [BJMD13]. Landmark [BRE04], Landmark-Based [Big06]. Language [WRCR00]. Languages [Buj00, HUB00]. Laplace [Bor11, BBvdW16, GJR05, RYY00]. Laplacian [PC06]. Large [HY17]. Large-Scale [Gv97, HYL17, LWLY17, LVH17]. Lasso [AT16, AAN17, BRB17, Fiu98, GN17, Hoe10, HHTB10, JHW17, LH15c, MPS17, OT11, PWS16, SFHT13, WFS11, YFW15, ZHZ12, ZHU17, ZW04]. Lasso-Type [ZH12]. Latent [BCDL17, Evel12, HWO17, MAH17, MVR14, NHY12, SL10, XCS16, ZBO06]. Lattice [GSP16, PL12, Smi05, SSL17, WK17, ZW04]. Lattice-Valued [WK17]. Lattices [FPRW09, GF17]. Layered [WIC10]. Layouts [MUR99]. Learners [CM08]. Learning [GBK15, GP11, Ke111, LH15a, LH15b, LP14, LSD05, PGR15, SH06, Wu11]. Least [CHW12, DG05, HK10, HCK10, LP07, Paa99, WXZ15]. Length [MB04]. Lesions [SSL16]. Less [Zhe17]. Letter [HWW17, Loc11, Pie04]. Letter-Based [Pie04]. Letter-Value [HWW17]. Level [CDFB11, Kle04, TN14b]. Levels [CDP04]. Lexical [GI00b]. Lifetime [BC00]. Like [BCH09]. Likelihood [AVW13, BCDL17, Bie05, CHG16, CJO2, CVA08, CL12, Chr04, Coz99, DIR02, FEO4, FHQ16, FP04, FRI00, Ghu00, GCKP08, HPOL14, Ho00, HO99, JW08, JB03, KW10, Lazo05, LPM08, LLZ09, Mar10, MBGO11, NST12, NYC15, PAN99a, Par05, PP09, RNHY12, RYY00, Smi02, SK02, SMI01, SB1J7, SY07, SSL17, SWF04, TNK17, TG13, YZ06, YT99, ZH05, HO93, Tho93, WBD96]. Likelihood-Based [Smi01, TG13]. Likelihoods [ESR14, LV509, Len09, SGH17, YSDJ15]. Limit [RYA03]. Linear [BEGS17, BY04, Bi00, CTOC9, CGH17, CZSL10, CR06, CZ02, EM02, FIO00, FPGMFB14, Gra13, GCKP08, Ghu08, GRM09, HLO3, HHH06a, Hen04, HRM02, HNH08, HWO07, Ish99, JIH09, Kat10, KPC02, LR03, LC05, LWY17, LMP98, LJJ05, LBCG16, LHC17, LVH17, MVR02, NFML16, NL04, NFM16, NL04, NFMS14, OW12, OT11, PLW01, PC06, RYY00, SG05, SD03, SY02, SMB14, SNR17, SS05, Smi01, TN14a, TNKK16, VG01, YZ06, YZ07, YF14, Zha03, ZHJ16, ZOR12, ZCO15, ZY05, HES95]. Linear-Angle [GRA13]. linearization [WDB96]. Link [MP00, MAR10, RW99, ZWL17]. Linkage [SN10]. Linked [GR99, LA12, TUK93a, TUK93b]. Linking [GY07, SCLK00]. Lisp [TIE00]. Lisp-Stat [TIE00]. LLE [GR12b]. Loadings [GJL10]. Local [BR12, CCHS08, CZSL10, DR10, FSB11, FOS01, GA15, Her97, KMO3, MMRMGMGC08, MLP07, MQ15, MW04, Sam15, TW96]. Local-EM [FSB11]. Localized [WLM10, XGT15]. Locally [CKNK06, EHO9, LCCW17, QGL09, SBR10, TAN17, WKC08]. Location [HRV12, MCL99, WPW97]. Log [FEA04, SH03]. Log-Likelihood [FEA04]. Logarithm [DT13]. Logarithmic [EF05, GR99]. Logic [RK13]. Logistic [BRA99, CDFB11, ET99, LEN03, TOL07, TUC08, ZH05]. Logistic-Gaussian [LEN03]. Loglinear [BRA99, TL99]. Log spline


[KS04]. long [MW96]. Long-memory [MW96]. Longitudinal
[CCH16, CDFB11, EC14, Far99, GDM14, GD16, HWQ15, HLL07, PP09, PM16, TQ16, WL13b, Zha97, ZCI+17]. Look [GDS02].

[HLP07, Oeh98, PRHP14]. Low-Dimensional [HLP07]. Low-Rank [PRHP14]. Lower [CHW08].


Markov [Bro06, BHS00, CB01, Can99, Cap11, CS08, CF05, CRS06, CK08, Dan12, DY09, Dobj2, DIO2, Eto02, Faa02, FWR12, FB11, FPRW09, GS04, Gey95, GVD11, God01, GF16, GR08, Gra07, Guo03, GMP04, GJR05, HHC03, HHC98, Hl08, HLH06, JN04, JS13, JO02, JV01, LSSG15, LH02, MP00, MB04, MN97, ML08, Owe17, PM16, RT98, Sco99, SNR17, SS06, TDH15, Tan15, TA12, YSJD15, Y09, ZJRI10, ZZ08, dV08].

[LYG+10, RHC+14, SWC+10]. Matching [DASR08, HK06, LR04, MR01, Ros12, Ros17]. Mathematical [MI00]. Matrices
[CJ09, CHW08, Clic05, GDM14, GG17, HLL07, TDM12, TU11, ZBB06]. Matrix
[AAN17, DS00, DY09, DT13, Fal99, HPA14, HPK16, Hof09, KKS17, LD06, LWZ14, LH02, NFM16, Smi05, Spa05, WP13, ZRL14, Bak92a, Bak92b]. Matrix-Logarithm
[DT13]. Max [CHG16]. Max-Stable
[CHG16]. Maximization [Hob08, LLZ09, YSD13]. Maximizations [VM97]. Maximizing [Glu00]. Maximum
[Bie05, Ch04, DIO2, Fri00, Hof00, H099, JW08, JB03, KW10, LPM98, Mar10, MBGO11, PP09, RYY00, Sin02, Ska02, SSL17, SWFD04, YZ06, Z04]. MCMC
[BCD11, BK05, BDR97, BGP03, CJ09, DH10, GPR99, HHC03, HR11, JL13, KA13, LK02, LS05, PMB12, RR09, Sha14, SGM17, VS17, YM11b]. Mean
[Bre04, CKK06, Far99, HH06a, HB16, Len09, PS09, XY14, MR10]. Mean-Shift
[HB16]. Means [Dia99, MSS08]. Measure
[BHS04, GW11, LL15, SZ08]. Measurement [CD14, LR05, SMS+14]. Measurements [ZJRI10]. Measures
[Coz99, FHT05, HIT99, KM03, NY14, ZICT12]. Mechanism [Mur99]. Median
[DJ04]. Medical [NP01]. memory [MW96]. Merge
[JS04]. Merging [Me16]. Method
[BMR15, BK03b, CJKHG15, CDFB11, Far99, FWR12, GJ09, HLP07, Hess08, JH98, KN06, PWPS97, RMR+17, SN10, Vel08, X17, YM14, YML11, Bak92a, Bak92b]. KMOS92].

Metropolis [Béd08, CS09, GK10, HMJ11, JRS11, NW10, VDJ15]. Microarray
[QS09, YBDS02]. Mind [PRS11]. Minimax
[Ros17]. Minimization [YWL+15]. Minimum [CS14, DPS11]. Mining
[DH03a, FS99, Goo99, WS02a]. **Minorant**
[Jon98, Pan99b, AE92]. **Mises**
[Hof09]. **Missing**
[FM10, SY02, SR00, ZICT12]. **Mixed**
[CHW02, CZSL10, CLLZ17, CRS06, CZ02, CD14, ERPG11, EC14, GCKP08, GM05, Guh08, GRM09, JHL09, KW01, LH15a, LH17, LH03, NLF+06, OW12, PLW01, PC06, Pro06, SY02, SSG15, SMB14, SS05, TN14a, TNK16, VL09, Van00, Zha03].

**Mixed-Effect**
[GM05]. **Mixed-Effects**
[EC14, LHC17, NLF+06, PLW01, SY02, Van00]. **Mixed-Measurement**
[CD14].

**Mixing**
[LLZ09, PRS11, PMB12]. **Mixture**
[ACG14, BCD11, BRC+10, CM13, FW13, Fea04, FM07, FWR12, GK02, Guh00, GB04, GPR99, HLH15, JN04, Li05, LF16, LFT17, MM98, MM10, Mel16, MW15, NW10, OC01, PTP03, RW14, RF17b, SS07, SRE06, Tan17, TQ16, Tuc08, WWG+97, WD11, ZNYJ14, EGO92, SPW95]. **Mixture-Based**
[BCD11]. **Mixtures**
[BCH09, CCFM01, DV04, DH03b, GK10, GR08, GW11, Hof00, HJR03, LJ02, JHL09, MWFS17, MR16, P10, STM15, SG03, SWC+10, TN14a, TGM+14, WR05, WIR01, WRK11]. **MM**
[HLO0, LW08, ZL10]. **Mode**
[HMW06, Kle08, MW97, MMW98, Ooi02]. **Model**
[BCDL17, BY04, BCHO5, BHK15, BGP03, CHW02, CKHG15, Ch09, Chr04, CGL11, CM13, DXL12, DMP14, DCV10, ES02, EPRG11, FK16, FH15, FRW05, FP04, Fr00, GPGMF14, GR09, God01, Guh08, HJ04, HMN+03, HKS11, HDDM02, HN18, HHTB10, Hug15, JN04, JK00, Jo09, JV01, KN05, KK09, KHL05, Ks06, LG07, LYHM15, Len03, LG03, Li05, Lia07, LPM98, LH17, Mah17, MPR+12, MMN+13, MW15, MC05, MQR11, MSS08, MW14, MQ17, NBH+15, OC01, OR07, Paa99, Pan99a, Pan99b, Par01, PWS16, Pos01, PM16, QYZ16, QG09, RNHY12, Rya03, SS11, SG17, ST99, SMK15, SNB+01, SM13, TRWB16, TK99, Tso02, XL17, YKW03, YSK+10, ZHH08, ZHJ16, ZCI+17, ZZ08, ZJA16, ZY05, dVTP+17]. **Model-Based**
[CHW02, Chr04, FRW05, LG07, OR07, Pos01, ZHI08]. **Model-Free**
[XL17].

**Modeling**
[AM07, CG07, DZZ16, EC14, GM16, GRM09, HWS16, HYL+17, Hi11, Hof01, KT03, KSM14, KMQ05, LCSL14, LGL16, MM10, NW10, NAB16, OR99, PW14, QN00, TQ16, TGM+14, TL07, XCP16, ZCI+17]. **Models**
[ACS17, AGV12, ACG14, BCST13, BEGS17, BM09, BF02, BI00, BRS+08, BHK15, Bra99, Bju04, BHS00, Cap11, CD12, CKNK06, CZSL10, CLLZ17, CG07, CG09, CRS06, CZZ15, CZ02, CW97, CRG06, CYS09, CD14, DZZ06, Dan12, DG14, DH10, Dro08, ESR+14, FW13, Fea04, FM07, FM10, Fie12, FCWM17, FWR12, FB11, Fri07, GM15, GKO6, GKO2, GLO4a, GLO4b, GvDHBO8, GN11, GP11, GCKP08, GM05, GKO10, GRM09, GLMZ15, HL03, HPOL14, HAC+12, HHC03, HC11, HM15, HCB04, HM14, HO99, HW0+17, HH06, HKS12, HK98, Ish99, JB03, JHL09, JWB13, JL13, KW01, KFSL17, KL03, KS99, LGS13, LH15a, LD11, LF16, LR05, LCW17, LFT17, LBCG16, LH15c, LHC17, LHL03, LVH17, LH02, MM98, MM14, MVR14, MMRMGMC08, MT03, MHS+14, MR16, NLF+06, NFM16, NW10, NL04, Op04]. **Models**
[OW12, PVH05, PL12, Pic14, PTP03, PLW01, PC06, Pro06, QG06, RYY00, RW14, RDL07, RG09, RT98, STM15, SG05, SY02, SSG15, SMB14, SC08, SSS07, SBBW17, SN17, SS05, SKa02, SM05, SM01, SL10, SRE06, Suc12, TDM12, TH09, TN14a, TGP03, TL99, TNK16, Tuc08, TC13, TS13, VL09, VM04, Van00, VG01, VF09, WK09, WD11, WH14, WYL14, WRK11, XGH11, XGT15, YSD13, YSDJ15, YZ06, YZ07, YF14, Ypu08, ZH12, Zha03, ZBB06, ZJRI10, ZNYJ14, ZZS17, ZW07, ZW10, ZICT12, dLG01, dR07, dVTP+17, Kit96].

OAK [Wic11a]. Objective [BHK15, DM00, GH00, HL00, Kie00, LH00, Men00, Wu00]. Objects [SSB+14]. Observation [KB99]. Observational [Ros12, Ros17]. Observations [FM10, GRG10, LGS09, PM16, SU11]. Observed [BH16]. Observed [LH02, NFM16, PTV15, SY07, ZWLZ17, Bak92a, Bak92b]. Obtaining [Fri00, KS04, LP08]. Occurrences [CH99]. Odds [HOF01, PLIK02]. Offset [KW10]. Offset-Normal [KW10]. Old [Gas03]. Omegahat [Lan00]. One [LFS+17, Ste12, Tad17]. One-Step [LFS+17, Tad17]. Online


NFM16, Sin02, TS13, XCSP16, YSDJ15.

**Parameterizations** [GvDHB08].

**Parameters** [CHW12, ZW07, EGO92].

**Parametric** [CS14, DG14, KS04, WH98].

**Parent** [MM01].

**Parsimonious** [CH16, FQH16].

**Part** [KK09].

**Partially** [DS00, DG05, Fri99, GKZ10, WR05].

**Partial** [KK09].

**Partition** [GD16, Mei11, MQR11].

**Partitional** [HH11].

**Partitioning** [HDRM05, HHZ06, IW10, ZL13].

**Path** [AT16, Hoe10, LSV09, RMR17, ZL16, ZL13].

**Path-Following** [ZL16].

**Paths** [Ho06, Tad17].

**Pathwise** [LPJ13].

**Patterns** [DDS00, DG05, Fri99, GKZ10, WR05].

**Partially** [LR05, LBCG16, PvD09, VJ15, ZHJ16, ZWL17, BSQ94].

**Particle** [ANO07a, Fea02, Fea05, GP11, KP03, MLJ16, NFM16].

**Particular** [FAL99].

**Partition** [GD16, Mei11, MQR11].

**Partitional** [HH11].

**Partitioning** [HDRM05, HHZ06, IW10, ZH08].

**Path** [AT16, Hoe10, LSV09, RMR17, ZL16, ZL13].

**Path-Following** [ZL16].

**Paths** [Ho06, Tad17].

**Pathwise** [LPJ13].

**patterns** [DG14, LA12, MM09, SMN15, YL99].

**PC** [KB08].

**PC-Algorithm** [KB08].

**PCA** [JWH16, SBJ17].

**Peak** [GK97].

**Peeking** [GKBP15].

**Penalization** [SMB14].

**Penalized** [ANO08a, BMC05, BHK15, CHW12, CRC07, DT13, FKL08, Fu98, GBW17, GTZH16, GBC07, HPOL14, KO09, KCK08, LPHK16, Lin99, LLZ09, LVH17, MBGO11, NST12, Par05, PW15, RMWH17, Rup02, SBJ17, SSMN16, TCCSB10, TGP03, YSK10, YH17, YLF17].

**Penalties** [CGR17, HEF17, LB15, LW07, MPS17].

**Penalty** [Ef05, KK09, SB10].

**Truncated** [Zh05].

**Perfect** [GHW02].

**Perform** [LYG10].

**Performance** [CS93, MM10].

**Performing** [YK09].

**Permutation** [WLWM16].

**Perspective** [DR07].

**Perturbation** [CZSL10].

**Perturbative** [PRHP14].

**Phases** [FCL10].

**Phylogenetic** [CH12, MN97].

**Physical** [LPS99].

**Physics** [KP03].

**PICTs** [JH98].

**Piecewise** [GN17, Kat10, Ko05, MVR02, OT11, WJG11].

**Piling** [LAJ13].

**Pillai** [Mu98].

**Pillai-Bartlett** [Mu98].

**Pivotal** [LF16].

**Plackett** [Gas03].

**Plaid** [MM14].

**Plane** [AHNC13].

**Pleiotropy** [XCSP16].

**Pleistocene** [RL14].

**Plio** [RL14].

**Plio-Pleistocene** [RL14].

**Plot** [BY04, BBLG13, EGS10, EGS13, Fri13b, GB00, GF15, LACRM06, LN09, dSM10, FR14].

**Plots** [BEM13, Fri07, GKB15, Gra13, GW15, HH11, HKK17, HSM97, HS10, LFZ97, Mou09, MHN11, Mur99, Mi00, PV04, SS11].

**Plotting** [GMF16].

**Plug** [BF02].

**Plug-In** [BF02].

**Point** [BHS00].

**Polynomial** [BHHF02, EB02, Sam15, TW96].

**Population** [CS93, MM10].

**Performing** [YK09].

**Performance** [CS93, MM10].

**Positive** [AHNC13, LS04, ZRL14, MS93].

**Positivity** [OC01].

**Possibilities** [Lan00].

**Possible** [BL04].

**Possible** [CR98].

**Post-Processing** [CR98].

**Posterior** [BRS11, BRS12, CGR06, CYS09, Coz99, GD09, GW11, Gh08, He04, Lee02, ZB10, Tho93].

**Postsmoothing** [QS09].

**Potts** [MS08, MW14, MQ17].

**Power** [AVW13, BMO01, FN16, PC11].

**Power-Conditional-Expected** [FN16].

**Power** [BF16, KH15].

**Predicted** [RS01].

**Predictive** [DP11].

**Prediction** [BM17, De05, DCS16, ESR14, FH15, HDM05, HCG02, TW05, WH14, XP07, ZWL17, ZW10].

**Predictive** [CYS09, LS05, ZB10].

**Predictor** [KPC02, LJZD05].

**Predictors** [CTC09, CL09, HY17, SB13, SH06, WCR13].
Presence [BBvdW16, CGJ09, SMS+14].
Prevalence [FCWM17].
Preview [Lev12, Lev13b].
Principal [CRGS17, Dan97, Fal99, Far12, GJL+14, GAZ15, HLH15, HM16, JU00, JTU03, LRB12, LW09, LSH16, LO16, MHH15, Par05, PP09, RMWH17, WH17, YLM17, ZP14, ZCY+11, ZHT06].
principles [Tuk93a, Tuk93b].
Prior [Coz99, GDM14, GD09, IJ02, LLM09, LHK17].
Priors [DV04, DH03b, FN16, GD16, GR99, HC98, NM98, TH09, Tok07, WP13].
Probabilistic [HLH15, Rap01].
Probabilities [CB01, GDS02, Gas03, GB02, Som98, SH97, WK17].
Probability [Bor11, Coz99, FKH07, Hel04, LFZ97, NLF+06].
Probit [MC05, TDM12].
Problem [CC08, LF16, LH15c, PI10, TAS+17, Zhu17].
Problems [BCDL17, BK03b, CDP04, CCHS08, GBW17, GV01, Gv97, HM09, Kat10, KS09, OC01, OT11, Paa99, PRS11, RW10, Ve08, JP96, RO94].
Procedure [JN04, Qiu02, SMK15, XGH11, XGT15, YK01].
Procedures [AG05, LG07].
Process [ACS17, BCST13, CW97, DO03b, GK02, GP11, GA15, GH02, JN04, Len03, LCSL14, LHK17, MM98, MR16, NBH+15, Sco99, Tok07, WD11, YK01, ZNYJ14].
Processes [BMG16, Ca99, CHG16, CH16, DZZ06, HCG02, Lee07, LCSL14, MP16, MLP07, NST12, SG17, SY07, SSL17, WR05, Whi01, WJG11, MW96, WC94].
Processes-A [CH16].
Processing [CR08, FT16, Lev12, Lev13b, YWL+15].
Processor [Rho03].
Product [MQR11, WH14].
Profiles [CJ02].
Program [LBM+14, MC17, Paa99].
Programmers [Cha00].
Programming [Joh13, LKW09, SWC+10, dVT+17].
Projecting [HLP07].
Projection [BK03a, CBC03, IW10, LCKL05, PP05, QLCZ15, WS02a, WLWM16].
Projection-Based [IW10].
Projections [CB97, SLR16, FB94].
Projective [GM99].
Prong [KMOS92].
Propagation [MBS04].
Proper [NM98].
Properties [BF02, CVA08, ES98, RS01, Ste13].
Proportional [SS11, XGH11, XGT15].
Proportions [Kwo98].
Proposals [HMJ11].
Prosection [FB94].
Providing [MI00].
Proximal [TZ06].
Proxy [RL14].
Pruning [FRW12].
Pseudo [DIR02, HO99, Len09].
Pseudo-Bias [Len09].
Pseudo-Likelihood [DIR02, HO99].
Publications [Ano01b, Ano02a, Ano02b, Ano02c, Ano02d, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano03d, Ano04a, Ano04b, Ano04c, Ano05a, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano06c, Ano06d, Ano06e, Ano06f, Ano07c, Ano07d, Ano07e, Ano07f, Ano08d, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano08g, Ano09c, Ano09d, Ano09e, Ano09f, Ano10c, Ano10d, Ano10e, Ano10f, Ano11c, Ano11d, Ano11e, Ano11f, Ano12c, Ano12d, Ano12e, Ano12f, Ano13c, Ano13d, Ano13e, Ano13f, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano14e, Ano14f, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano15e, Ano15f, Ano16d].
published [Ano12b, OLN11a].
Publishing [LTW+10].
Pursuit [BK03a, LCKL05, PP05, CBC93].

IQGCP [Mou09].
Quadratic [Ano06a, KGMT06, Ve08].
Quadrature [CZ02, PC06].
Quantification [XBW15].
Quantifying [BL17].
Quantile [BY04, BEM13, Che07a, Dia99, DGW09, HL00, Hut02, LW08, OLN11a, OLN11b, OT11, PH10, PW15, RF17a, Ros17, SK10, STZM09, YH17, YLW17].
Quantiles [Bre04, CGR06, KHM05, MT00, PH10].
Quantities [TW96].
Quantization [Bre02, BFE+03].
Quantized [Mou09].
Quick [Kwo98].

Quasi [Ano07a, BCH05, Fea05, HYL+17, Lia98].
Quasi-Monte-Carlo [Ano07a, Fea05].
Quasi-Newton [HYL+17].
Quasi-Symmetry [BCH05].
Quasicomplete [Ish99].
Question [HR11, YMI11b].
R [RTL07]. Radial [BRS+08, CZ02]. Rainbow [HS10]. RAMlet [ST04].
Random
[Ano07a, CC13, CS98, CDFB11, CK08, De 05, DH10, DIR02, ES98, Eve12, Fea05,
FN16, FPRW09, Fri13a, GW11, Guh08, HHC03, HC11, HPA14, Lia98, LPJ13, Mah17,
MH17, ML08, NLF+06, PCP11, PP07, RYY00, Rya03, STM15, SH06, Ska02, SS06,
SLR16, Ste12, Sue12, TH09, TAS+17, TA12, TG13, WK17, XNN16, YK09, YS10, DES93].
Random-Direction [CS98]. Range [HEF17, HGK10]. Rank
[BMG16, CHW08, CSK10, Kus06, PRHP14, TSH16, ZRL14, MS93]. Rank-Based
[ZRL14]. RAPTT [SLR16]. Rate
[HHGG01, J¨or09, Gra96]. Rate-Distortion [J¨or09]. Rates
[GRM09, Hob08, SH17]. Ratio
[BBLG13, FKH07, GCKP08, PLIK02, Zho05]. Ratios
[Ano06a, Hof01, KGMT06]. Raw
[LPPT17]. RC [KNN05]. Real
[HMW06, LBW14, MDD+12]. Real-Time
[HMW06, LBW14, MDD+12]. Realized
[SM13]. Really
[Bri11, FK11, Gel11a, Gel11b, Wai11, Wil11]. Recapture
[BBLG13]. Recentered
[MMN+13]. Reclassification [Hea11]. Recognition
[BMO01, FHVW03, NGH17]. Recognize
[MMO01]. Record [RL14].
rectangular [QE96]. Recursive
[HHZ06, TA12, VM04, ZHH08]. Recycling
[CR98]. Reduced
[GR12a, Kus06, MPR+12]. Reduced-Rank
[Kus06]. Reduction [CL09, Hen04, HY05, HY17, Lia98, Maa05, SY16, SBJ17, Vel08,
WY15, YC04, ZYK08, ZYZ10]. Redundant [GvDHB08]. Reemployment
[KK09]. Reference [RW99]. Regeneration
[BK05, TH09]. Region [GB12, SHMD+14].
Regional [BCD11]. Regions
[BL04, CDP04, Som98]. Registration
[Big06, EH17, LHK17]. Regressing
[XMY13]. Regression
[Ano08a, AR06, BMC05, BB03, BRB17,
Bil00, BJG98, BBvdW16, CTC09, CKNK06,
Che07a, CHW08, CT01, CW97, CDFB11,
DCV10, ET99, EC14, FG05, FM12, Far04,
GK06, GRB+13, GBC+11, GHC14, HL06,
Her97, HK10, HRM02, Hug15, HL00, IL16,
JWB13, KLSR05, K09, KLH99, KHM05,
Koo97, KS11, LGS13, LB15, LZ08, LX16,
LPHK16, LCVW17, LJZD05, LR14, LBW14,
MP16, MAJ+98, Mar10, MDC17, MQR11,
MQ17, NY14, NTVK12, OLN11a, OLN11b,
OT11, Par01, PLH10, PHK14, PW15,
PGC+14, QLCZ15, QY97, Qiu02, RHC+14,
RMWH17, RF17a, RLC10, RKL03, SS11,
SBY06, SBWZ08, Sam15, SBZ13, SMK15,
Smy02, SWF04, SQ07, TRS97, TCCSB10,
TW96, TL07, TG10, Wan08, WL08, WK09,
WH14, WS02b, WKC+08, WCR13, Wu08,
WLM10, XWZ15, XY14, YK08, YS+10,
YH17, YC04, YF14, YWL+15, YLW17]. Regression
[ZZS17, ZOR12, ZCO15, ZZ08, ZH05,
YZ10, BG92, BQS94, Gra96, LS93, QE96].
Regressions [CL09, Fu98, HDM02, HJR03].
Regularization [All13, CMJ11, Kat10,
KN97, LH15b, MBGO11, Tad17].
Regularized
[CH09, GN17, Kus06, WH17, Yua08].
Regularizing [RIC+16]. Regulation
[ZZZ15]. Reinforced [LY11, ZLZW16].
Reject [CR98]. Rejection [GT11, Tan06].
Rejoinder [Ano99, Gel04b, Gel11a, HLA00,
VM01, YMI1a, FB94, FB94]. Relabeling
[RW14]. Related
[HK06, LYHM15, LD11, OT11, KMOS92].
Relational [Hof09]. Relationship
[BM99, God01]. Relationships
[HM11, Hob01b]. Reliability [KM03].
REML [LPJ13, Smy02]. Remote
[BFE+03]. Removal [Ano13g].
Reparameterization [LD06].
Reparameterized [CYS09]. Repeated
[TRS97]. Reply [Tuk93b]. Representation
[HABV06, Kel11, Pie04, QG06, Wu11].

S [Tuk93a, BHS00, Ha06, TCCSB10, MMGG16]. s-CorrPlot [MMGG16]. S-Estimation [TCCSB10]. S-Paths [Ho06]. S-Plus [BHS00]. Saddlepoint [ZBY09]. Same [XMY13]. Sample [AAN17, BO05, CGJ09, GB00, KTS17, Kwo98, SS12, SLR16, TAS+17, ZB10]. Sampler [HMJ11, Hob01b, KM15, Lia98, LFT17, Owe17, RS01]. Samplers [HJO9, PV09, VS17, VJ15, CS93]. Samples [CR98, GMP04, HM15, Mi199, Pan99a]. Sampling [ACG14, Béd08, BR02, CS98, CGL11, CYS09, DW01, DBS06, EC17, FQH16, GT11, HC98, HM16, HB98, Ion08, KA13, LGS09, Lee07, LSV+09, LL10, MMN+13, MS02, NP01, NM98, NL04, Oeh98, Par01, SNB+01, SRE06, TH09, TDH15, Tan17, TGH14, Túc08, WLZD11, ZBB06, JP96, SC02]. Sandwich [Sha14]. Satellite [HCG02]. Satellites [KB99]. satisfying [MS93]. Scagnostics [WW08]. Scailability [EK02]. Scalable [SMN15]. Scalar [GPGMB14, GHC14, RMWH17]. Scalar-on-Function [RMWH17]. Scalar-on-Image [GHC14]. Scale [GMC02, Cm97, HAC+12, HYL+17, LWL17, LV17, PHK14, STZM09, YLW17]. Scale-Space [PHK14]. Scale-Usage [HAC+12]. Scaling [BSL+08, HSM09, RB02, XGH11, XGT15]. Scan [D3K06, NP01, PTP03]. Scanning [SSMN16]. Scatter [HRV12]. Scatterplot [DS00, MMGG16]. Scatterplots [ET99, EH05]. Scenarios [DW02]. Schemes [BK05, NL04, SNB+01]. Science [BW17, Don17, FS99, Hic17, HV17, MC17, MHB17, Pen17, Zhe17, HJ17]. Scope [GI00b]. Score [FBG06, NF16]. Screening [LP14, XL17, ZCO15]. SDE [Pic14]. Sea [PRS11]. Search [MM09, MR16, SC08, TK99, Ros93]. Second [Fea04, SQ07]. Second-Order [Fea04, SQ07]. Section [BKM99]. sections [FB94]. Secure [KLSR05]. Seamlessly [HDM02]. Segmentation [BCDL17, Joh13, NST12, Q509, YK01]. Seidel [GRM09]. Select [ES02]. Selecting
Selection \[\text{[GKZ10, Rup02]}\].

Self-Exciting \[\text{[CH16]}\].

Self-Organizing \[\text{[MM97]}\].

Self-Consistency \[\text{[Tar99]}\].

Self-Exciting \[\text{[CH16]}\].

Self-Organizing \[\text{[MM97]}\].

Semi-Adaptive \[\text{[DZ99]}\].

Semi-Integrated \[\text{[SBJ17]}\].

Semi-Markov \[\text{[Gu03]}\].

Semi-Streaming \[\text{[BFE03]}\].

Semi-Supervised \[\text{[CM08]}\].

Semidefinite \[\text{[ZRL14]}\].

Semiparametric \[\text{[AG05, Bil00, BBvdW16, CKNKO6, CHH10, CG07, CGJ09, Dan12, ERPG11, Gu08, HJ04, Leno3, LBW14, MQ17, OR99, PTP03, SMS14, ST99, SM13, SL10, TZ12, TAS17, WK09, ZRL14, ZL16]}\].

Semismooth \[\text{[BH01]}\].

Semi-supervised \[\text{[Cul13]}\].

Sensing \[\text{[BFE03]}\].

Sensitive \[\text{[Wan13]}\].

Sensitivity \[\text{[CCHS08, VG01]}\].

Separability \[\text{[LL12]}\].

Separation \[\text{[Ish99, TZ12]}\].

Sequences \[\text{[Gu03, QN00, QM04]}\].

Sequential \[\text{[BK03b, DBS06, DMP14, FKH07, GF16, GP11, HT17, HS08, LNJ17, MDC17, WDB96, YSD15, ZNY14, ZJ16]}\].

Sequentially \[\text{[WC06]}\].

Seriation \[\text{[EH15]}\].

Series \[\text{[BM99, BH02, CH09, CCH16, CD14, Dan97, DGW09, Fca05, FCL10, GVB}04, Gri99, HMP96, MVR02, NY10, PVH05, PSY09, QGL09, SBE17, SH17, ZHJ16, Ano07a]}\].

Settings \[\text{[Coz99, SK10, SH00]}\].

Settings \[\text{[CM08, IL16]}\].

Settings \[\text{[Spa05]}\].

Setup \[\text{[PKH15]}\].

Several \[\text{[SG05, YT99, HVRA96, Tuk93a, Tuk93b]}\].

SFO \[\text{[Wic11a]}\].

Shading \[\text{[ZMH07]}\].

Shadow \[\text{[LLM09]}\].

SHAH \[\text{[FT16]}\].

Shall \[\text{[KB99]}\].

Shape \[\text{[BB06, GM99, Kle06, KW10, NGH17, PA14, PWS97, FT16]}\].

Shape-Adaptive \[\text{[FT16]}\].

Shape-Constrained \[\text{[PA14]}\].

Shaped \[\text{[DKH06, DCT08]}\].

Sharpening \[\text{[BH01]}\].

Shift \[\text{[Cai99, HB16]}\].

Shingo \[\text{[FB94]}\].

Shocks \[\text{[SG05]}\].

Shorth \[\text{[EGS10]}\].

Shotgun \[\text{[MR16]}\].

Shrinkage \[\text{[DXL12, DV04, Efr05, yG98, JWB13, LT98, LHL03, WP13, ZL16]}\].

Sign \[\text{[DJ04]}\].

Signal \[\text{[Hoe10, TG10]}\].

Signature \[\text{[FCL10]}\].

Significance \[\text{[GW04, GMB02, HLYM15, Jör09]}\].

Signs \[\text{[VH15]}\].

Similarity \[\text{[MBS04]}\].

Simple \[\text{[CJ02, RTL07, Bak92a, Bak92b]}\].

Simplified \[\text{[JU00]}\].

Simulated \[\text{[CW00, Glu04, IP04, JB03, SN02, SY07]}\].

Simulating \[\text{[Hes98, LD06, MM10, WH01]}\].

Simulation \[\text{[AR06, BG08, FBG06, Šev04, Hes95]}\].

Simultaneous \[\text{[GD16, Hel08, Jör09, Kwo98, LG03, L}JZD05}\].

Simultaneously \[\text{[DCV10]}\].

Sine \[\text{[VH15]}\].

Single \[\text{[PVH05, SN01, YZ07, ZHZ12, ZHJ16]}\].

Single- \[\text{[ZHJ16]}\].

Single-Index \[\text{[PVH05, YZ07]}\].

Singular \[\text{[GPPVW17, GR08, YMB14, ZMSZ07]}\].

Size \[\text{[Kwo98]}\].

Sizer \[\text{[PLH10, HL06]}\].

Sizes \[\text{[GMF16, LFS17]}\].

Skewed \[\text{[VH15]}\].

Skewness \[\text{[BH03]}\].

Slice \[\text{[LH110, TGH14, FW13]}\].

Sliced \[\text{[Wu08, WLM10, ZYKO08]}\].

Slices \[\text{[PRS11]}\].
Smale [GRB+13]. Small [BO05, FRW05, HY17, Pan99a, WK17].
Small- [HY17]. Smooth [EM02, GHC14, KK09, TL07, ZW07].
ES02, Fea02, GdTv96, HK17, Hub00, JO02, 
Lev12, Lev13b, LHC17, Mey03, OLN11a, 
RHS'04, Wat11, Ste95, WDB96, Ano12b. 
**Steck** [Hut02]. **Steinian** [NT17]. **Step** 
[CDFB11, GR12b, LFS'17, Tad17]. 
**Stepwise** [XZ12]. **STIMA** [DCV10]. 
**Stochastic** [FCWM17, GJ09, Gol09, HB16, 
Jan06, JL13, KFSL17, KS99, MR16, 
NTV12, SC08, Sin02, XI2, YMLY11]. 
**Stochastically** [LKWO9]. **Stock** [NAB16]. 
**Stopping** [GF16, SD03]. **Strategies** 
[DBS06, LS05, RW14, SY02, SNR17, YK09]. 
**Strategy** [HR11, YM11b]. **Stratification** 
[PMB12]. **Stream** [Rho03, ZH17]. 
**Streaming** [BFE'03, MDD'12, WM03]. 
**Streams** [CCS03, DH03a]. **Street** 
[LHC17]. **Strength** [TW05]. **Stress** 
[LPPT17]. **Strong** [HWS16, LB15, JP96]. 
**Structural** [Che07b, MVR14]. **Structure** 
[BL04, GTZH16, LSD05, LY11, SWZ14, 
SC98, TZ06, WL13b, ZLWZ16]. **Surface** 
[CDP04, Fea04, SWZ14]. **Surfaces** 
[CW97, DS03, QY97, Qiu02, Ste02, SQ07]. 
**Surrogate** [DM00, GH00, HLA00, Kie00, 
LHY00, Men00, Wu00]. **Surrogates** [Dri08]. 
**Survival** [DASR08, DH03b, Gu15, HYL'17, Koo98, 
LRBS03, LKW09, LH00, TGP03, ZCI'17]. 
**Swendsen** [BZ07, NG04]. **Switching** 
[LF16, P110, RW14]. **Symbolic** [LRB12]. 
**Symmetric** [Cai99, Ho06]. **Symmetry** 
[BCH05, GM15, LFZ97]. 
**Symmetry-Constrained** [GM15]. 
**Synthesis** [HPA14, HKP16, MW96]. 
**System** [CCS03, Rap01, Tre06, DB98]. 
**Systems** [Bu00, GSP'06, MDD'12]. 

**Table** [Paa99]. **Table-Driven** [Paa99]. 
**Tables** [Bri11, Che07b, EC17, Fis12, Fri00, 
FK11, Gel11a, Gel11b, HM02, LPM08, 
Wai11, Wil11, ZBY09, HVRA96, VT94]. 
**Tail** [Dia99, Hes95, His99, WK17, dSM04]. 
**Tail-specific** [His95]. **Tail** [Mai17]. 
**Take** [PRS11]. **Tale** [Wie11a]. **Tapered** 
[DASR08, SR12]. **Tapering** 
[AHNC13, Ano12b, FGN06]. **Tapers** [Ste13]. 
**TARGET** [FG05]. **Targets** [SGH17]. 
**Taylor** [Sin02]. **Teach** [Zhe17]. **Teaching** 
[Zhe17]. **Technique** 
[BU00, JTU03, TG10, SPW95]. **Techniques** 
[RB02, WM03]. **Technology** 
[WS02a, GdTv96]. **Telephone** [Mc199]. 
**Tempering** [MV13]. **Temporal** 
[CSK10, ZZ08]. **Tensor** [MPS17]. **Tent** 
[BW17]. **Terry** [CD12]. **Test** 
[DG14, DW02, FKH07, GPGMF14, HM14, 
KN06, LFZ97, SLR16, WWG'07, VT94]. 
**Testing** [BMG16, Bie05, BG098, GCKP08, 
HC07, LP07, SSS07, TASS'17, VH17]. **Tests** 
[AR06, Can99, DJ04, FKH07, Gri99, HD08, 
MH17, WLWM16, HVRA96]. **Thank** 
[XMY13]. **Their** [LB15, LS93]. **Them** 
[PRS11]. **Theoretic** [GKZ10]. **Theoretical**
Fea05, Fos01, FN16, Fri00, yG98, GvDHB08, GV01, Gho07, GVDPP99, Gou98, GB04, GH00, HPOL14, HM09, HPA14, HCB04, HLYM15, HLA00, HB16, IP04, JRS11, JHL09, KJ09, Kie00, KSM14, KW10, LH00, Len03, LRBS03, LCSL14, Lia98, LPM98, LGL16, LHC17, LPPT17, MWFS17, MN97, Men00, MR01, MHS11, NP01, Ooi02, PA14, PLH10, PLW01, QS09, RNYH12, RDL07, RGO9, STM15, SG03, SM14, SS12, SK10, SR00, Sha14, ST99, Sni01, SS06, SH00, SBJ17, SHL12, SH07, SRL16, SQ07, TSH16, TGM+14, Tüç08, Van00, WLZB07, Wu00, XBW15, YSDJ15, YWL+15, ZB10, ZBY09, Bak92a. using [Bak92b, Gra96]. Utility [LYG+10]. Vaccine [LBM+14]. Valid [NM98]. Validating [GX01, Zha03]. Validation [CSS+09, CGR06, Gv97, GX01, KPC02, LY16, LHL03, MN+13, Ops04, SD03, TW05, YF14]. Validations [YK09]. Validity [WW12]. Value [BCH05, BR02, HWK17, YMB14, ZMSZ07, HB98]. Valid [LRB12, WK17]. Values [DG07, HS01, SY02]. Variable [AGV12, BCDL17, BRS11, BMW17, CTC09, CS14, CG07, CGL11, ES98, Fu99, FK16, FN16, FCL10, GHC14, GB12, HPOL14, HM09, HM11, HY17, HRM02, HMS07, HWO+17, JS13, LGS09, LGS13, LL12, LG03, LW07, MB04, MR01, NY14, NG04, NL04, RL14, SZ08, SBZ13, SL10, Su15, TRWB16, TRS97, Tüç08, XZ12, XCSP16, YKW03, ZHZ12]. Variables [FDBS10, Gzk10, Hoo97, LGS09, LJZD05, U11, WK17, ZBB06]. Variance [CJNK06, Fos01, GVBM04, GCKP08, HM15, LACRM06, Lia98, LTW07, SHL12, STY06]. varies [AC95]. Variation [BB06, BDR97, GMF16]. Variational [BBvdW16, HWO+17, KDM16, MPR+12, NTVK12, OW12, TN14a, TNKK16, TNK17]. Variations [DM09]. Variogram [Zha03, ZW04]. Various [HO99]. Varying [AGV12, CHW12, DXL12, GRM09, HYL+17, JL13, SBR10, WH14, ZW07]. Varying-Coefficient [AGV12, DXL12, WH14]. Vector [Bra02, DZZ16, GTZH16, LSD05, LY11, SWZ14, TW06, WL13b, ZLWZ16, ZH05]. Vectors [BMO01]. Verification [Len03]. Versus [Fu98, GBW17, Su02]. Vertex [LYW08, ML08]. Very [HM09, Wil99]. Via [MM97, Su15, TRS97, All3, Big06, BHF02, BMW17, CL12, DV04, EB02, FBG06, FDBS10, Fis12, GHC14, HL03, HK06, HHC03, Ho06, Hofo, HDRM05, HL00, HO10, Hut02, Jör09, Kon14, LWLY17, LPKH16, LKW09, LH15b, LW07, LLZ09, MLP07, ML08, MQ17, PCP11, PMB12, Pic14, PTP03, PRHP14, RYY00, RMWH17, RF17b, SL99, SY16, SRE06, VG01, WR05, WK17, YSK+10, YC04, ZY10]. Views [Fru99, GM16, Huir00, FB94]. Visual [BCS96, EK02, GMF16, GB04, HH11, Hofo, WS02a]. Visualization [BLA+10, DB98, DWG09, EH15, Klee04, Klee06, LR12, Me99, Mor99, MHS11, MW04, MM97, Ooi02, SNB+01, SRL+00, TS13, Wi99, ZMSZ07, SPW95]. Visualizations [Hur04, LWT+10]. Visualize [FPS11]. Visualizing [BMM99, BEM13, Fri13b, GR10, GKB15, GW15, HBG96, LA12, SJ05, TL99, Tro05, WL02, Wic11c, ZMH07]. Visuals [Goo11]. Volatility [Gol09, KFSL17, NST12, SM13]. Volume [An09ab, An09b, An09c, An09ab, An10b, An11b, Lel12, Lev12, Lev13b]. Wainer [Tuk93a]. Wang [BZ07, BJMD13, NG04]. Warp [MS02]. Warped [YLM17]. Wavelet [Big06, BH02, DV04, Efr05, GVBM04, yG98, LHL03, MAJ+98, MW96, PVH05, ZOR12, ZCO15]. Wavelet-Based [BH02, ZOR12, ZCO15]. Wavelets [FT16, MV98, SAT04]. Way
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[BCDL17, Paa99, SD03]. Web [SH03]. Weber [dLM04]. Weighted
[All13, CGR17, GAZ15, HLD+13, SWZ14, Tan17, WZ16, WL13a, ZCO15]. Weighting
[GR12b]. Weights [SG03]. Whether
[PRS11]. Wide [SAT04]. Widths
[GVBM04]. Will [HV17, JP96]. William
[Tuk93a]. Window [DB98]. Windows
[HPA14, LA12]. Winds [HMN+03]. Wise
[CRGS17, CCFM01, GW93]. Wishart
[LD11]. Within
[ANO07a, Fea05, VJ15, vlM97]. Working
[CL12]. Workshop [Hub99]. Writing
[dVTP+17].

X [DB98]. XGobi [DB98, SCLK+00].

Years [Don17, HJ17, Hub99, Pen17].

Zero [GCKP08, MP16]. Zeros [Che07b, MVR14].
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